Join OZ Arts Teaching Artists in series of short, hands-on activities accessible online. Dive into poetry, visual art, music, and dance through a unique STEAM lens designed for 21st century exploration of creativity and expression.

Enter the STEAM FUSION Virtual Library Guide for Educators!

When building the playlist, you had to choose moments from your historical figure's life. How did you decide which moments or events were most important and why?

What if you were the featured historical figure? What would your album look and sound like?

Albums tell a story through art, photography, music, and lyrics. Biographies tell the story of a historical figure who made an impact on a field or discipline. Can you combine the two? Select a scientist or historical figure to research and tell their journey through music and art.

Fine Arts
6.VA.Cr1.A- Combine concepts collaboratively to generate innovative ideas for creating art.

Lexi Rodriguez

DESCRIPTION

SAMPLE TN STANDARDS

MATERIALS

- Computer, internet for YouTube playlist building
- Paper, scissors
- Colored pencils, markers, or crayons
- CD case optional or old record album jacket
- Tape, glue, found objects as needed